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Summary

Potential number of German
tourists in Lithuania

From 25+ y. o. residents of Germany
1%

The number of 25+ y. o. Germans: 63,25 million
(https://www.statista.com/statistics/454349/population-byage-group-germany/)

49%
50%

According to the survey, 49% of them travel abroad at least
once a year: 31 million

2,6% of them intend to visit Lithuania:

792 thousands

of German travelers
Intenders

Travel but do not intend

Do not travel

Travelling habits, planning, information
51%* travel once a year; 40%* – several times a year.
Duration of last trip – 7-13 days (44%).
Budget of last trip – 501-750 Eur (22%), 751-1000 Eur (24%),
or 1001-2000 Eur (27%) per person.
Top destinations** – Spain, Austria, Italy, Netherlands, France,
Greece.
50% organize travel on their own and use services of travel
agencies. There are 35% who travel only on their own and
15% who travel only with the help of travel agencies. In total
there are 65% of German travelers who use services of travel
agencies.
44% use a mix of trip types by sometimes choosing leisure
trips and sometimes going on sightseeing tours. Leisure trips
are preferred by 39% of Germans, sightseeing tours – by
18%.

*from those who travel abroad with at least one overnight stay for tourism / leisure at least once per year
**from travel destinations analyzed in this research

Information is most often found using Google search engine
(53%), received as a family / friends’ recommendation (41%) or
found on hotel booking platforms (38%).

Relaxation, peace and quiet, the price of travel and
accommodation, safety, and discovery of new unseen places are
the top factors when planning a trip abroad.

57% travel accompanied by a partner without children, 28% – with
friends, 25% – with a partner and children.

70% say they usually stay in local hotels, 32% in hotels belonging
to familiar hotel chains (in total hotels are the usual place of stay
for 79% of German travelers). Rented places are chosen by 42%
of German tourists.
75% usually take a plane, 63% go abroad by car.
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Lithuania as a travel destination
Lithuania is mostly recognized as a Baltic country that has beautiful
nature and the seacoast. It is also associated with Russia (located near
Russia, post-Soviet state).

The main Lithuanian objects of attraction for Intenders / Considerers:
Historical places, sightseeing in Vilnius, seacoast, getting to know local
traditions, local food and drinks.

6% of German travelers have visited Lithuania before and 3% intend to
do so in the future.

The most popular activities among Lithuania’s Visitors:
Sightseeing in Vilnius and other large cities, trying local food and drinks,
visiting historical places, resting on the seacoast.

Among Visitors, the main barriers prior to visiting Lithuania were bad
weather, safety concerns (theft, fraud) and health concerns.
55% did not have any worries.

Lithuania is rated very well. It is liked by 95% of Visitors. 75% of Visitors
would like to come back here in the future. 55% would recommend
Lithuania as a travel destination.

The main barrier for Intenders / Considerers is that Lithuania is not at the
top of their list of countries to visit, while Rejectors directly say that they
never thought about going to Lithuania.

Better evaluation of these aspects is more related with willingness to
recommend Lithuania: the Baltic seacoast and the nature, sightseeing
UNESCO objects and landmarks, quality of cycling paths and camping
sites, ease of communication with locals as well as better evaluation of
the nightlife, bars and pubs experience.

The main drivers for Lithuania’s Visitors:
Want a change, willingness to learn about the culture, traditions,
possibility to combine the trip with other Baltic countries, natural values,
friendliness and hospitality of Lithuanians.
The main drivers for Lithuania’s Intenders:
Wish to discover a new country, affordable prices, natural values,
willingness to learn about the culture, traditions, possibility to combine all
the Baltic countries in one trip.

The Covid-19 pandemic period has a negative impact on travel.
Most of the German travelers say they either did not travel recently,
though already have plans for future trips (34%) or still travel, but with
reduced travel amount (31%). Intentions to come to Lithuania after the
pandemic stay similar – 66% of German travelers state their intentions
stayed the same, while equal shares of 17% are either more or less
willing to visit Lithuania.
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Recommendations
German tourists* are experienced travelers – 85% of them state they can organize a trip abroad by themselves, most often using the help of Google and / or
recommendations of family and friends. They usually travel with a partner, reach desired destinations by a plane or a car and stay in local hotels. A larger share of them
prefers leisure trips to sightseeing tours. During trips, German travelers want to relax and enjoy calmness, discover new, beautiful places, and at the same stay safe and
get good prices for travel and accommodation.

To attract German travelers Lithuania needs to:
•

Improve awareness of Lithuania as a country worth visiting in general. Low acquaintance with Lithuania is seen in analyzing answers to “true or false” questions,
also, lack of knowledge about the country is a commonly mentioned barrier among Visitors, Intenders, and Considerers. Besides, 10% of German travelers see
Lithuania as a country “somewhere near Russia”, “post-Soviet”. Lithuania’s unique, Baltic heritage and cultural aspects need to be emphasized.

•

Lithuania is often seen as a country that has beautiful nature and seacoast. Germans appear to be particularly interested in the Baltic seaside. There’s already some
awareness of the Curonian Spit, ex-German Memel territory, amber goods. These factors have potential to spark curiosity, however, they are not yet widely known.
German travelers also enjoy spending time resting by the lakes in other countries, but do not do it as much in Lithuania – this could be a missed opportunity that is
excluded due to low awareness of this possibility.

•

Vilnius is also commonly mentioned in a positive light, especially its historical architecture. There’s interest in UNESCO heritage, food, culture and history in general.
Specific locations could be presented as hidden, undiscovered gems. German travelers also associate Lithuania with cleanliness; thus, it could be worth
communicating that Lithuania’s seaside locations are awarded with Blue Flags, are clean and meet high environmental standards.

•

Present a trip to Lithuania as safe and worry-free. German travelers care a lot about the Covid-19 situation, health and safety (theft, fraud) issues. Peace, relaxation,
comfort are very important to them, so traveling in the country should look simple and comfortable, with all the needed infrastructure available and in good condition.

•

As half of the German travelers would prefer to come to Lithuania for 4-7 days (another 20% would choose 8-14 days), it could be mentioned that this period could
be filled with discovering historical places and unique landmarks of Lithuania or that trip to Lithuania may be combined with the trip to other Baltic countries.

•

The main barrier to come to Lithuania for Considerers / Intenders is that they have other countries in their minds (35%) or have started to think about coming to
Lithuania only recently (32%). Therefore, it is unlikely that a short-term communication campaign would significantly increase the share of German travelers coming
to Lithuania.

*from those who travel abroad with at least one overnight stay for tourism / leisure at least once per year
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German tourist profile

Socio-demographic profile
Gender

Parental status

Male

49%

Female

Have children

51%

Have no children

Age
25-29

49%
Share of German travelers going
abroad at least once a year
(not considering Covid-19 period)

30-39
40-49
50+

23%
77%

Personal monthly income
Up to 2000 Euro

8%

16%
18%

2001 Euro – 3000 Euro

29%

3001 Euro and more

27%

DK / refuse to answer

59%

Education

32%

12%

Settlement size

Lower than higher

60%

Countryside

28%

City below 100 k citizens
Higher

Sample: All, N=1213

40%

City from 100 k to 499 k citizens

37%
17%

City from 500 k to 999 k citizens

9%

City over 1000 k citizens

9%
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Types of respondents according to their attitude
towards visiting Lithuania
3%
4%

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania within the last 5 years for tourism / leisure

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within the last 5 years, but they
have thought about it

Non-Visitors
Non-considerers
93%

People who have not visited Lithuania within the last 5 years and they
have not thought about it

3%

Intenders

4%

Rejectors

People who have not visited Lithuania within
the last 5 years

People who are planning to visit Lithuania
People who do not want to visit Lithuania

93%

Non-rejectors
People who are not planning to visit Lithuania, but do not reject it
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Types of respondents.
Cross tabulation (data cut)
91% of German travelers don’t reject but at the same time don’t consider
visiting Lithuania.
0.1% of travelers are Visitors who became rejectors. 0.7% visited and
intend to visit Lithuania again.

% of all travelers

Visitors

CONSIDERERS

NONCONSIDERERS

INTENDERS

0.7%

1.8%

0.0%

REJECTORS

0.1%

0.1%

4.2%

NON-REJECTORS

1.7%

2.1%

89.4%

Picture:
https://www.lithuania.travel/en/place/going-on-a-hot-airballoon-ride-over-vilnius
Sample: All, N=1213

Types of respondents. Demographic profile
Visitors

Considerers

Intenders

Rejectors

People who have visited Lithuania
within last 5 years
N=31 (small sample)

People who have not visited Lithuania within
the last 5 years, but they have thought about it
N=48* (small sample)

People who are planning to visit
Lithuania
N=31* (small sample)

People who do not want to visit
Lithuania
N=52

Male

Gender

58%

Female
25-29

Age

42%

Countryside

32%

City below 100 k citizens

32%

City 500 k - 999 k citizens

City over 1 million citizens
Education

7%

▼ Statistically significantly less
▲ Statistically significantly more

52%

8%
10%

31%
69%

68%

44%

39%

29%

13%
45% ▲

35%
10%

29%

32%

38%
17%

71%

52%

75%

52% ▲
3%

14%

48%

25%

16%

37%

13%

29%

3001 Euro and more
No answer

16%

74%

Up to 2000 Euro
2001 Euro – 3000 Euro

17%

68% ▲

No
Personal
monthly
income

16%

48%

26%

33%
42%

17%

32% ▼

Yes

37% ▼

13%

8%

Higher

25%
42%

42%

10%

Lower than higher

Children

42% ▼
17%

19%

25%

19%

55%

City 100 k - 499 k citizens

36% ▲

10%

50+
Settlement
size

14%

3%
35% ▲

16%

52%

39%

13%
29%

48%

61%

40%

0%

30-39
40-49

60%

3%

19%
8%
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Travelling habits,
planning, information

Travel destinations
Austria is the only neighbour country that gets within Top 3 countries German travelers visited during the last 5 years (38%). Other top destinations are
Spain (39%) and Italy (38%). Netherlands, France, and Greece are also popular destinations – they have been visited by ~1/5 of Germans since 2017.
Lithuania with other Baltic countries Latvia and Estonia are the last choices among the listed travel destinations. Lithuania is #15: 3% of Germans have
been there in the last 5 years.
75%

75%

75%
Visited during the last 5 years

Ever visited

62%
57%
52%
48%
39%

38%

41%

38%

40%
36%
30%

28%
22%

#16
#15

25%

22%

20%
15%

15%

15%

14%

13%
8%

7%
3%

7%

3%

6%

6%
2%

Which of the following countries have you ever travelled to for tourism / leisure? (multiple choice) Which of the following countries have you visited during last 5 years for tourism / leisure? (multiple
choice)
Sample: All, N=1213
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Duration and budget of the last trip
The last trip of the most of German travelers lasted 1-2 weeks. Half of them (51%) spent more than 750 Eur.
Last travel expenses

Last travel duration
2-3 days

Up to 500 Eur

7%

15%

501 – 750 Eur
4-6 days

22%

19%
751 – 1000 Eur

7-13 days

24%

44%
1001 – 2000 Eur

14 days or longer

30%

Above 2000 Eur

27%
12%

How long was your last abroad travel for tourism? (single choice)

What budget did you spend on your last abroad travel for tourism per person? (single choice)

2-3 days trip duration was more often chosen by people who spent up to 500 Eur per person during their
last travel, ones who prefer sightseeing trips, travel by train, stay at hostels.

Up to 500 Eur sum was more often spent by women, unemployed people, people with lower
personal income (up to 2000 Eur), those who travel only independently, prefer taking bus
individually.

4-6 days trip was more often chosen by people aged 25-29, South Germany residents, those who spent up
to 750 Eur during their last trip, those who travel independently, people who prefer sightseeing tours, who
usually travel with friends, those who usually choose the train for traveling, also people who say they know
quite a lot about Lithuania, Lithuania’s Considerers and Intenders.

501-750 Eur sum was more often chosen by residents of South region, students.
751-1000 Eur sum was more often spent by people coming from Southwest and North of
Germany.

1-2 weeks (7-13 days) trip duration was more often chosen by those who have children, who spent 751+
Eur per person during the last trip, people who tend to travel once a year, Lithuania‘s rejectors.

1001-2000 Eur sum was more often spent by people aged 50+, pensioners, those who live in
Northeast of Germany, cities with over 1 M inhab., those who travel only with the help of travel
agencies, having personal income 1000-2000 Eur, people who prefer traveling by plane, Lithuania
Rejectors.

Longer (2 weeks and longer) trips were more often chosen by people aged 50+, retired / pensioners, who
choose both leisure and sightseeing trips, those who spent 1000+ Eur for the last trip, people who prefer
traveling by campervan, staying in camping or with friends, also people who say they do not know Lithuania.

Over 2000 Eur sum was more often spent by people who have higher education, highest personal
income (3000+ Eur), people who prefer staying in familiar hotel chains, those who choose 2 weeks
or longer vacation.

Sample: All, N=1213
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Travel frequency and transport
5 out of 10 German travelers go abroad once a year, 4 out of 10 – several times a year. Most of the trips are made by plane; traveling by car is also a
common choice.
Travel transport
Travel frequency
Plane
Several times a year

75%

40%
Car

Once a year

Can’t say

51%

8%

How often do you travel abroad for tourism? (single choice)
More frequent travelers: people with higher education, full-time
workers, those who run their own business, those having the highest
personal income (over 3000 Eur), those who choose both leisure and
sightseeing trips, people who travel with friends, those who prefer
traveling by campervan or taking the bus individually, people who
prefer staying in a familiar hotel chain, those who know a lot about
Lithuania, Lithuania’s Visitors, Considerers and Intenders.

Sample: All, N=1213

63%

Train

20%

Bus with a group of
tourists

8%

Campervan

7%

Bus individually

3%

Other

3%

On average 1,8 types of transport
means are chosen.
1 type of transport – 43%
(Plane (58%), Car (34%), Campervan (3%),
Train (2%), Bus with a group of tourists
(2%)

2 types of transport – 39%
(Plane (85%), Car (84%), Train (16%), Bus
with a group of tourists (6%), Campervan
(5%), Bus Individually (1%)

3 and more types of transport – 18%
(Plane (94%), Car (88%), Train (73%), Bus
with a group of tourists (27%), Bus
Individually (16%), Campervan (10%)

Which means of transport do you usually choose for travelling abroad? (multiple choice)
A plane was more often chosen by people aged 25-29, those who live in a city with over 1 Mln residents, full-time workers, those who spent
over 750 Eur on their last trip, who travel only with the help of agencies or both on their own and with the help of agencies, people preferring
both leisure and sightseeing trips, those who travel alone or with friends, those who also choose trains for traveling, staying in hotels (local
and chains) or with friends / relatives, also people who say they know some more about Lithuania and those whose preferred length of
travel to Lithuania would be 2-3 nights.
A car was more often chosen by people aged 30-39, residents of South Germany, countryside, people having children, those having higher
education, people with the highest personal income (over 3000 Eur), those who spent up to 750 Eur on their last travel, those who travel
several times a year, those who prefer to travel independently or both independently and with travel agencies, people traveling with friends,
a partner and children or other family members, those who stay at rented apartments, guest houses, camping or rural homesteads.
The train was more often chosen by people coming from Northeast Germany, those who live in a city with over 1 M residents, students,
those who prefer sightseeing tours or both sightseeing and leisure trips, people who travel alone, with other family members or friends,
people who also travel by bus, those who don‘t stay in local hotels or go camping, those who know something about Lithuania, Lithuania‘s
Considerers.
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Travel organization and type
Half of the German travelers combine independent and agencies-organized trips, while more than 1/3 of them travel only independently. 8 in 10
tourists like leisure trips, while 6 in 10 like sightseeing.
Preferred type of trip

Travel organization

Only travels
organized
independently;
35%

Mostly leisure
trips; 39%

Only travels
organized by
travel agencies;
15%

Both types
equally; 44%

Both travel types; 50%

85%

organize trip by themselves

82%

like leisure trips

65%

use services of travel agencies

61%

like sightseeing tours

Mostly
sightseeing
tours; 18%

How do you travel abroad? (single choice)

What type of trips do you go to more often? (single choice)

People aged 25-29, students, people from South Germany, those whose budget on last travel was up to 500
Eur, those who prefer traveling by car and campervans, people who prefer staying in other places but not
hotels, those who would prefer to stay in Lithuania 15 and more days more often choose only travels
organized independently. Only travels organized by agencies are more often chosen by people aged 50+,
retired people, residents of Northeast Germany, those having lower education, who travel rarer (once a year)
and those who usually choose leisure trips, also those whose last travel budget was 1001-2000 Eur. Both
choices are more often among those who choose both leisure trips and sightseeing tours, those who travel
with a partner and children, also among those who prefer traveling by plane, car or bus with other tourists,
also people who prefer staying in hotels or rural homesteads in the countryside.

Mostly leisure trips were more often chosen by people aged 40-49, those having children, those who
travel once a year, people traveling only with help of travel agencies, people preferring leisure trips, those
who travel with a partner and children, those who only know the name of Lithuania. Mostly sightseeing
tours were more often chosen by people who prefer traveling by trains or bus with other tourists, those
who know quite a lot about Lithuania, Lithuania Considerers. Both types are more often combined by
students, more frequent travelers (several times a year), those who travel both on their own and with a
help of travel agencies, those who travel alone or with friends, people who prefer traveling by train or by
bus (individually), staying in rented places, hostels, guest houses, at friends or rural homesteads in the
countryside, those who know something about Lithuania, Lithuania‘s Visitors.

Sample: All, N=1213
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Travel companions and person-decision maker
Most German travelers (87%) say that they usually deal with preparations related to travel abroad themselves, while 13% let other
people do the planning for them. A partner is the best travel companion for more than a half of German travelers.
Decision maker
Me, myself

87%

Family (e.g. parents,
siblings)

With my partner, without children

34%

10%

8%

1%

Who usually deals with preparations related to your tourist travel abroad? (multiple choice)
People aged 40-49, full-time workers, those who travel several times a year, those who
travel with friends are more often these people who plan their trip by themselves.
Partner is more often involved by travelers who have children, travelers who have the
highest personal income, those who choose only a partner or partner along with children
as travel companions, those who travel by car.
Those who say they involve friends in preparation are more often people aged 25-29,
students, people with the lowest personal income (up to 2000 Eur), traveling with other
family members or friends, choosing train for travel, staying at hostels, rented apartments,
guest houses, rural homesteads or relatives’ / friends’ places, also Lithuania Considerers.

Sample: All, N=1213

28%

With my partner and with
children

25%

Myself

19%

With other family members only
(parents, siblings, etc.)
With children only (no partner)

Other

57%

With friends

Partner / husband /
wife
Friends

Travel companions

Other

14%
6%
1%

With whom do you usually travel abroad for tourism? (multiple choice)
People aged 25-27 and 50+, people who do not have children in the household, pensioners, people with the highest
personal income and largest last travel expenses, Germans who travel several times a year more often travel only with a
partner.
Women, people aged 25-29, students, those having the lowest personal income, those who travel several times a year,
people who choose both sightseeing and leisure trips, people who travel with other family members, those who choose
the train for their travels, also those who stay in all analyzed staying places except hotel chains, travel with friends.
People aged 30-49, the employed, those who have the highest personal income, those who travel both on their own and
with the help of travel agencies, those who prefer leisure trips, those who travel by car or campervan, stay in rented
apartments or camping also those who say they know some more about Lithuania more often choose to travel with
partner and children.
People who do not have children, with the lowest personal income, people who prefer both leisure and sightseeing trips,
those who choose the train or bus individually for their trips, those who stay in guest houses, hostels, rural homesteads,
or at friends’, more often travel alone.
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Types of accommodation
70% of German travelers usually stay in local hotels not belonging to any chain when traveling abroad.
Accommodation
Hotel (local or not belong to the
chain)
Rented apartment / house /
room (e.g. on AirBNB)

70%
42%

A hotel chain I am familiar with

32%

Staying with friends / relatives

18%

Camping

13%

Guest house

12%

Rural homestead in
countryside

9%

Hostel / Youth hotel

6%

Ship / boat / cruise ship

1,6%

On average 2,0 stay types are chosen.
1 type of stay – 42%
(local hotels - 51%, rented place - 18%, hotel chain - 14%,
friends' / relatives' place - 7%, camping – 6%)

2 types of stay – 32%
(local hotels - 78%, rented place - 46%, hotel chain - 41%,
friends' / relatives' place - 13%, camping – 10%, rural
homestead – 5%)
3 and more types of stay – 27%
(local hotels - 89%, rented place – 74% hotel chain - 50%,
friends' / relatives' place - 42%, guest house - 37%,
camping - 28%, rural homestead – 26%, hostel – 20%)

Where do you usually stay when travelling abroad? (multiple choice)
Local hotels are more often chosen by people aged 25-29, full-time workers, tourists whose last travel budget was 751-1000 Eur, people traveling both on their own and with help of travel agencies, those who prefer
sightseeing trips, tourists who travel with friends, those who prefer taking the plane, train or bus with a group of tourists, people who also choose to stay in guest houses, Germans who know some more about Lithuania,
Lithuania Visitors and Intenders, those who would like to stay in Lithuania for 3 nights.
Rented apartment / house / room is more often chosen by people aged 25-39, those having higher education, people residing in North Germany, people having children, students and those running own business, those
who travel independently, those who choose both leisure and sightseeing trips, tourists who choose to travel with a partner and children, other family members or with friends, choose the car, campervan, train as a transport
mean, those who also stay at guest houses, hostels, camping, rural homesteads in the countryside and / or at friends’ / relatives’ places.
Familiar hotel chains are more often preferred by males, people aged 40-49, full-time workers, people having the highest income level (3000+ Eur), people whose last travel budget exceeded 2000 Eur, those who travel
several times a year, those who travel only with help of travel agencies, those who choose a plane, train or bus as a transport mean and those who know some more about Lithuania.

Sample: All, N=1213
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Sources of information
Google search engine is the main and most usual source of information for most German travelers while looking for information during
vacation planning. Friends’ and family recommendations and hotel booking platforms are also often used sources of information for
planning a vacation outside Germany. On average 3,7 sources of information are used.
Google or other search engines

26%

Friends' and family
recommendations

13%

Hotels booking platforms e.g.
Booking, Airbnb, HRS

10%

Websites with travel reviews such
as Tripadvisor

5%

53%

41%

4%

21%

Official (government) websites of the
country

4%

21%

Internet forums

4%

Search engines for cheap flights e.g.
Fly4free, Skyscanner

2%

38%

3%

27%

Websites with holiday deals, such
as Groupon, Expedia, Lonely planet

8%

27%

Blogs, vlogs dedicated to tourism

One of the sources
Printed tourist guides

8%

Travel agency website

8%

18%

29%

Hotel website

Sample: All, N=1213

Tourist information points

26%

The main source

25%
Average usage of all sources (25%)

16%

2% 10%

Photos on Instagram, Twitter, other
1% 9%
social media

Discussion groups on social networking
sites such as Facebook

1% 5%
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Where do you usually look for information to plan your vacations abroad? (multiple choice) Which of these sources that you use for information to plan your vacations abroad is your main source of information? (single choice)

Those who travel independently vs. those who go
abroad with travel agencies
TRAVELS ORGANIZED INDEPENDEDLY

•

TRAVELS ORGANIZED BY TRAVEL AGENCIES

#15 among the countries visited in the last 5 years. More often visited
countries – Netherlands, France, less often – Spain, Greece.

#16 among the countries visited in the last 5 years. More often did
not visit any of the analyzed countries, less often went to Italy,
Austria, Netherlands, France, Denmark, Switzerland.

The last trip more often lasted 4-6 days (25%).
More often spent up to 500 Eur per person for last trip (21%).

The last trip duration does not differ from the average. More
often spent 1001-2000 Eur per person for last trip (35%).

44% travel several times a year, 46% – once a year.

More often travel once a year (70%).

Less often travel by plane (61%), more often by car (71%), campervan (10%).

More often travel by plane (88%), less often - by car (24%, train
(12%).

Go to leisure trips (37%), sightseeing tours (20%), or mix sightseeing with
leisure trips equally (43%). Partner is the most often travel companion (55%).

More often go to leisure trips (59%), less often mix sightseeing
with leisure trips equally (25%). 63% travel with a partner. Less
often travel with friends (21%), partner and children (16%) or
other family members (5%).

More often stay in rented apartments (52%), guest houses (15%), stay with
friends (24%), in camping (20%) or hostels (10%).

Mostly stay in local hotels (74%), more often stay in internationalchain hotels (40%).

More often (and most often) used source of information – friends’ and family
recommendations (47%). More often use official / state websites of the
country (26%), less often – hotel websites, websites with holiday deals.

More often (and most often) use travel agency websites (45%), less
often – almost all other analyzed information sources.

Most important issues when planning trips abroad: relaxation, peace and
quietness, discovering new places, the price for travel (52%-69%). More than on
average look for good recommendations from friends or relatives and care for
low popularity / uniqueness of the travel destination. Safety, comfort, easy
access / direct flights are less of a concern.

Most important issues when planning trips abroad: safety, travel
price, relaxation, peace and quietness (61%-66%). More than on
average care for safety, possibility to buy a travel package from a
travel agency, convenient access / direct flight; less concerned
about the price for accommodation, discovering new places,
getting to know different sides of the visited country.

From target group – those who travel only themselves, N=430 / travel only with travel agencies, N=182
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Important factors during travel planning
Relaxation, peace and quiet, the price for travel and for accommodation, safety and discovery of unseen places are the five most important considered
factors for German travelers when planning vacations abroad.
Relaxation, peace and quiet

24%

Price for travel

12%

Safety of travel and stay
Discovering new places where I have not
been yet
Price for accommodation

Comfort of travel and stay

65%
56%

12%

55%

10%

52%

2%

47%

6%

45%

Getting to know different faces of the visited
country (e.g., unique places, local legends,
traditions, not only main tourist attractions)

8%

Convenient access from my place of
residence / direct flight

3%

Interesting and diverse attractions

3%

28%

Possibility to obtain tips / information about
what to visit, meet, see from local residents /
guides

2%

28%

37%
32%

Possibility to buy travel package (flight + hotel)
from travel agency

4%

26%

Good infrastructure (roads, hotels)

1%

25%

The possibility of getting away from duties and
work

2%

24%

Low popularity/uniqueness of the travel
destination, allowing to avoid crowds of tourists

3%

21%

Good recommendations from friends or relatives

2%

20%

Opportunity to choose “slow tourism” activities,
experience

1% 12%

Knowing that it is easy to communicate in my
native German language while traveling abroad

1%

Interesting attractions for children

1%

11%

10%

Important

Possibility to participate in optional 1-2 day
guided tours on site

0,2% 9%

The most
important

High popularity/attractiveness of the destination,
attracting many tourists

0,5% 5%

Average importance of all factors (30%)
Sample: All, N=1213
What is important for you when planning vacations abroad? (multiple choice) Which of these factors is the most important? (single choice)

Other 0,5% 1%
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Types of respondents. Traveler profiles
Visitors

Considerers

Intenders

Rejectors

People who have visited Lithuania
within the last 5 years
N=31* (small sample)

People who have not visited Lithuania within
last 5 years but have thought about it
N=48* (small sample)

People who are planning to visit
Lithuania
N=31* (small sample)

People who do not want to visit
Lithuania
N=52

74% ▲

Several times a year

Travel
frequency

Can’t say

Travel
organization

3%

4%

Travel type

32%
61%

Both types equally

81%
77%

Plane

Transport

Car
Bus individually
Bus with a group of tourists
Train
Campervan
Other

Staying
place

42%
48%
45% ▲

Rented apartment / house / room
A hotel chain I am familiar with
Staying with friends / relatives
Camping
Guest house
Rural homestead in countryside
Hostel / Youth hotel

Ship / boat / cruise ship

7%
7%
10%
3%
3%

12%
33% ▼

74%
68%

87%
64%
8% ▼
8% ▼
8% ▼
6%
6%

32%
32%
32%

8%
19%

7%
19%
87% ▲

77%
50%
35%
23%
13%
29% ▲
19%
15%
2%

56%
56% ▲

16% ▼
32%
52%

77%
73%

81%

Hotel (local/ not chain)

8%
52%

35% ▲
35% ▲
35% ▲

23%
23%
23%
10%
26% ▲

37%

7%

50%
19% ▼
33% ▲
48%

7% ▼

Mostly sightseeing tours

64%

42%

6%
61%

35%
2%

44%

3%

Both
Mostly leisure trips

65% ▲
36% ▼
0%

36%

Only independently
Only with travel agencies

52% ▲
44%

23% ▼

Once a year

48%
42%
36% ▲
16%
19%
16%
16%
0%

▼ Statistically significantly less
▲ Statistically significantly more

71%
37%
19% ▼
21%
12%
10%
8%
2%
0%
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Travel habits, planning, information
Top
Findings (1)

•

Austria (38%), Italy (38%) and Spain (39%) were the most popular holiday countries during the last 5
years. Lithuania is the #15* travel destination (3%).

•

Most of the German travelers spent 1-2 weeks (44%) abroad during their last trip. The budget is various:
similar share of travelers spent 1001-2000 Eur (27%), 751-1000 Eur (24%), or 501-750 Eur (22%) per
person.

•

Most of the German travelers go abroad once a year (51%), while 40% visit foreign countries several
times a year. People who travel more often are those with higher education and the highest personal
income (over 3000 Eur), full-time workers or running their own business. Frequent travelers also more
often choose both leisure and sightseeing trips, travel with friends, prefer traveling by campervan or
taking the bus individually, and stay in a familiar hotel chain. These people more often know a lot about
Lithuania, have visited it during the last 5 years, and consider Lithuania and intend to visit it in the future.

•

Most of the German tourists mainly go abroad with a partner solely (57%). Most often people choose
local hotels (70%), rented apartments (42%) or familiar hotel chains (32%). In total hotels are chosen by
79% of the German travelers.

•

Majority of foreign countries are reached by plane (75%). Traveling by car is also a popular choice
(63%).

•

39% of German travelers prefer leisure trips, 18% – sightseeing tours. 44% mix both types of trips.

•

65% of German tourists use the services of travel agencies. 85% at least sometimes organize their
trips by themselves.

*from travel destinations analyzed in this research
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Travel habits, planning, information
Top
Findings (2)

•

Those people who exclusively use the services of travel agencies travel less often (70% travel
once a year) and usually choose leisure trips (59%). These travelers are more often people aged 50+,
retired people, with lower education, residents of Northeast Germany, people whose last travel budget
was 1001-2000 Eur.

•

Independent travelers are more often people aged 25-29, students, people from South Germany.
They less often travel by plane (61%) and more often choose a car (71%) or a campervan (10%).
They also more often stay in rented apartments (52%), guesthouses (15%), at friends’ houses (24%),
in camping sites (20%) or hostels (10%). Their last travel budget is usually lower – up to 500 Eur
(21%), and the trip is more often shorter (4-6 days – 25%). However, they do not differ by travel
frequency or preference to leisure or sightseeing tours.

•

On average, 4 sources of information are used while planning the holiday trip. Most travelers use
Google search engine (53%), though family or friends’ recommendations (41%) as well as hotel
booking platforms (38%) are also important. Travelers who plan trips by themselves more often rely
on friends’ and family recommendations, while people traveling only via agencies most often use their
websites.

•

Relaxation, peace and quietness, the price of travel and accommodation, safety, and discovery
of new unseen places are the five most important things German tourists consider when plan their
vacations abroad. These factors are also the most important for Lithuania’s Considerers and
Intenders. These people more often emphasize the possibility to learn “different faces” of the visited
country as well. Things that German travelers care about the least – high popularity / attractiveness
of the destination, possibility to participate in guided tours, interesting attractions for children,
possibility to communicate in German, and “slow tourism” activities.
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Lithuania as a travel
destination

Popularity of countries
3 Baltic countries have a similar share of German visitors – during the last 5 years each of these countries was visited by 6-7% of German tourists.

Ever visited
75%

75%

Visited during 5 years

75%
62%
57%

52%
48%
41%

38%

38%

40%

36%

39%

30%
25%
28%
22%

20%

22%
15%

15%

15%

14%

13%

8%

7%

7%
3%

6%
2%

6%
3%

Which of the following countries have you ever travelled to for tourism / leisure? (multiple choice)
Which of the following countries have you visited during last 5 years for tourism / leisure? (multiple choice)

Sample: All, N=1213
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Depth of knowledge about Lithuania
More than a half (62%) of German travelers state they do not know anything about Lithuania.
There are 19% of Germans who say they know more about the country than its name and location. However, not everyone’s knowledge is
as good as they might think. For example, 24% of German travelers who stated they know much about Lithuania think the country does not
have a seacoast, and 25% of them do not know that Vilnius is the capital of Lithuania.
Agreement to statements about Lithuania
Knowledge about Lithuania
Is situated in Eastern Europe

I know quite a lot about Lithuania

It has a seaside, access to the sea

6%

Capital is Vilnius

I know some more about Lithuania than
only its name and geographical place

Has its own language

19%

Has four seasons (spring, summer, autumn, snowy winter)

I know Lithuania name and where this
country is
I only know the name of Lithuania

Is member of European Union

11%

Lithuania has a rich history
Has a lot of rivers and lakes

3%

Is member of NATO

Don't know Lithuania

62%

The main religion in the country is Roman Catholic

Is innovative country
How much do you know about Lithuania? (single choice)

Lithuania is one of the greenest countries in Europe

People with higher education, with the highest personal income, who prefer both leisure and
sightseeing trips, people preferring to stay in hotel chains, Lithuania’s Visitors more often say they
know some more about Lithuania than its name and location.

Is situated in Northern Europe

Retired people, people with higher education, those preferring tours by bus with other tourists,
Lithuania’s Visitors and Intenders more often state they know quite a lot about the country.

Has mountains

People with lower education, those who travel only with the help of travel agencies, tourists
preferring leisure trips more often say they know only the name of Lithuania.

Sample: All, N=1213

Capital ir Riga

Is situated in Central Europe

69% ▲
60% ▼
76% ▲
41% ▼
75% ▲
41% ▼
72% ▲
42% ▼
71% ▲
42% ▼
71% ▲
41% ▼
73% ▲
38% ▼
48% ▲
28% ▼
51% ▲
19% ▼
36% ▲
18% ▼
41% ▲
14% ▼
35% ▲
15% ▼
High* knowledge
26%
(n=160)
19%
10% ▼
20% ▲
Low** knowledge
14%
(n=304)
16%
11% ▲
4% ▼

Which of these statements about Lithuania are true? (multiple choice)
*high knowledge – those who say they know more about LT than name or place/ know a lot about LT.
**low knowledge – who know only name or name and place where Lithuania is.
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Top10 spontaneous associations with Lithuania
German travelers most often spontaneously associate Lithuania with being a Baltic country which has beautiful nature and relations with Russia
(post-Soviet, neighbor country).

Baltic state – 12%

History – 4%
Rich history / Beautiful old towns / Historical buildings

Cold, wet, unstable weather – 4%

Undiscovered, unknown – 5%

Friendly, hospitable people – 5%

Nature – 11%
Curonian Spit, untouched nature, beautiful landscapes, seaside

Relation with Russia - 10%
Russia / near Russia / neighborhood of Russia /
post-Soviet state

The Baltic sea – 9%
Baltic sea, coastal country

Eastern Europe, East – 7%

Vilnius, other cities – 5%
Vilnius – “Rome of the North”, gothic, baroque, beautiful city
What do you associate Lithuania with? (spontaneous answers)

Sample: All, N=1213

Lithuania’s Visitors more often associate the country with the capital
Vilnius, nature, friendly, hospitable people, food and drinks.
Lithuania’s Considerers more often emphasize associations with
nature, Baltic sea, capital Vilnius and culture. Intenders more often
mentioned nature, friendly people and capital Vilnius.
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Qualitative input from Focus group.
Subjective Perception of Lithuania
• Little knowledge about Lithuania: one of the three Baltic states, used to be a Soviet republic. Small, few
inhabitants; has developed quickly since independence, far advanced in digitization, capital Vilnius (mentions
within older target group). No other cities are known.

• Some younger people admit that they don't know a single thing about Lithuania – it is located “somewhere behind
Poland”, capital unknown, let alone other cities.
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Lithuania’s position compared to Germany’s neighbour
countries
Compared to Germany’s neighbour countries, the intentions to visit Lithuania are very low.

Travelling in the past

Visited in last 5 years

Lithuania

Italy

38%

3%
-60%

Ever visited

3%

38%
-50%

75%

6%

4%

Netherlands

Switzerland

Denmark

28%

15%

15%

-51%

-49%

75%

27%
1%

20%
2%

72%

78%

93%

Sample: All, N=1213

Austria

57%

14%

2%
84%

-69%

48%

Czech
republic

Poland

15%

13%
-64%

-64%

41%

10%
3%

11%
2%

88%

87%

40%

-56%

30%

6%
5%

89%

8%
7%

86%
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Lithuania’s position compared to other European
countries
Compared to other European countries, the intentions to visit Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia are very low.

Travelling in the past

Visited in last 5 years

Lithuania

Spain

39%

3%
-60%

Ever visited

3%
4%

27%
1%

93%
72%

Sample: All, N=1213

22%
-47%

75%

6%

Greece

France

22%

Sweden

14%

8%

-58%

-64%

62%

Croatia

52%

-60%

7%

36%

25%

15%
2%

19%
2%

12%
1%

8%
2%

82%

79%

86%

90%

3%
-66%

-69%

20%

9%
2%

90%

Estonia

Latvia

Norway

2%
-66%

-59%

7%

6%

2%

3%
4%

94%

94%

4%
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Types of travelers. Attitude towards Lithuania
Considerers

Intenders

Rejectors

People who have not visited Lithuania within
the last 5 years, but have thought about it
N=48* (small sample)

People who are planning to visit
Lithuania
N=31* (small sample)

People who do not want to visit
Lithuania
N=52

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania
within the last 5 years
N=31* (small sample)

Top 3 travel
destinations
in the last 5
years

Lithuania

100% ▲

Austria

42%

Austria

55%

Italy

46%

Latvia

68% ▲

Italy

42%

Czech Republic

45% ▲

Spain

40%

Austria

52%

France

40% ▲

Italy

39%

Austria

31%

Top 3 travel
destinations
in the future

Austria

32%

Lithuania

46% ▲

Lithuania

100% ▲

Italy

40% ▲

Italy

32%

France

33% ▲

Latvia

45% ▲

Greece

27%

Greece

32%

Sweden

33% ▲

Czech Republic

42% ▲

Spain

25%

#4 Lithuania

29% ▲

Knowledge
about
Lithuania

I only know the name of
Lithuania

0% ▼

I know Lithuania name
and where this country is

0% ▼

I know some more about
Lithuania

Top 3
Capital Vilnius
spontaneous
associations Nature
Friendly, hospitable people

3%

38% ▲

45% ▲

62%
13% ▼

35%
29% ▲

13%
0% ▼

0% ▼

21%
32% ▼

44%
55% ▲

I know quite a lot about
Lithuania
Don't know Lithuania

6%

4%

0% ▼

0% ▼

39% ▲

Nature

29% ▲

Nature

32% ▲

Eastern Europe / East

13%

35% ▲

Baltic sea

27% ▲

Capital Vilnius

19% ▲

Russia / near Russia /
neighborhood of Russia / postSoviet state

12%

23% ▲

Capital Vilnius

19% ▲

Friendly, hospitable people

19% ▲

Weather - cold / wet / unstable 10%
▼ Statistically significantly less
▲ Statistically significantly more
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Lithuania as a travel destination
through the eyes of German travelers

Top
Findings

•

Lithuania is not a well-known country. 62% of German travelers say they do not know Lithuania, while 19%
state they know more about Lithuania than the country’s name and location (more often – those
having higher education, with the highest personal income, who prefer both leisure and sightseeing trips,
people preferring to stay in hotel chains, Lithuania’s Visitors). The most often spontaneously mentioned
associations are about Lithuania as a Baltic country, a country with beautiful nature, and a country related
to Russia (post-Soviet, near Russia, etc.).

•

6% of German travelers have been in Lithuania. The share of Intenders is by half smaller (3%).
Lithuania has a 4% share of Rejectors.

•

Lithuania is at the bottom level of consideration together with Latvia and Estonia. All Baltic countries
have the smallest shares of Visitors and Intenders compared to other countries, and the largest shares of
Rejectors. However, the Czech Republic and Poland also have similar or even larger shares of Rejectors
than the Baltic states (5% and 7% respectively).

•

Lithuania’s Visitors and Intenders more often state they know quite a lot about Lithuania. Considerers are
more temperate – they more often say they know more about the country than only its name and location.
Visitors, Considerers and Intenders have similar associations with Lithuania – Vilnius, nature, friendly
people, the Baltic sea. Rejectors most often associate Lithuania with its location (east, Eastern Europe),
are aware of the country as a post-Soviet country, or mention its bad weather (cold, unstable).

•

Most of Lithuania’s Visitors say they would like to visit Lithuania again, and Lithuania is high in their future
travel destinations’ list – it is in the 4th place on average, after Austria, Italy, and Greece. For Considerers
and Intenders, naturally, Lithuania is among the top choices.
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Drivers and barriers to visit
Lithuania

Barriers and concerns related to travel in general
33%

Bad weather conditions

31%

Concerned about coronavirus infection

Health concerns

28%

Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc.

27%

Too high prices

24%
19%

Concerns related to the journey, e.g., to be late for the plain, for traffic jams
Financial concerns such as unexpected expenses, loss of card or cash

14%

Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries

13%

No convenient (direct) / cheap flights

11%

Won’t be able to visit the most important attractions due to crowds, renovations etc.

8%

Cultural differences / language barrier

7%

Not getting to know the “real” face of the local culture, tradition

7%

Lack of interesting attractions, boredom

6%

Fear that I will be disappointed in places that seemed worth visiting

6%

Fear that locals are not nice to the foreign tourists

5%

Lack of knowledge about the country

4%

Fear of getting lost

3%

Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in the country

3%

Other

The main barriers to travel

20%

Concerned about inability to visit popular places / etc. because of pandemic restrictions

Bad weather
conditions

Concerned about
coronavirus
infection

Health concerns

Safety concerns

0%

Don’t have any worries

Sample: All, N=1213
Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you travel abroad? (multiple choice)

21%
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Barriers and concerns related to travel to Lithuania
among Lithuania’s Visitors
17%
16%

Bad weather conditions
Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc.

Health concerns
Not getting to know the “real” face of the local culture, tradition – just such a tourist “facade”
Post-Soviet country with a corresponding mentality
Lack of knowledge about the country
Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries
Lack of interesting attractions, boredom
Cultural differences / language barrier
No convenient road routes
Concerned about inability to visit popular places / etc because of pandemic restrictions
Too high prices
Won’t be able to visit the most important attractions due to crowds, renovations etc.
Financial concerns such as unexpected expenses, loss of card or cash
Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in Lithuania
Concerns related to the journey, e.g., to be late for the plain, for traffic jams
Fear of getting lost

Concerned about coronavirus infection
Lack of cheap flights
Fear to be disappointed in places that seemed worth visiting
Fear that Lithuanians are not nice to foreign tourists
Lithuania is not exotic / unique
Other
Didn’t have any worries

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77
Was there anything you were worried about before travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice)

9%
9%
9%
8%
8%
6%
6%
6%
6%
5%
5%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

In general, the worries related to traveling to Lithuania are
far lower than before trips in general. The main issues stay
the same (except Covid-19 infection) – German travelers
who have visited Lithuania most often worry about
potentially bad weather and personal safety issues.

The main barriers to travel to
Lithuania

Bad weather
conditions

Safety concerns

55%
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General concerns vs concerns
related to visiting Lithuania –
matrix explanation
(how to read the following matrix)
CONCERNS MORE OFTEN THAN
ON AVERAGE RELATED TO
TRAVEL IN GENERAL BUT NOT
BEFORE TRAVELLING TO
LITHUANIA
MAY BE STRENGTHS OF
LITHUANIA

CONCERNS MORE OFTEN THAN
ON AVERAGE RELATED TO
TRAVEL IN GENERAL & BEFORE
TRAVELLING TO LITHUANIA

RARER CONCERNS – LESS THAN
ON AVERAGE RELATED TO
TRAVEL IN GENERAL OR BEFORE
TRAVELLING TO LITHUANIA

CONCERNS MORE OFTEN THAN
ON AVERAGE RELATED BEFORE
TRAVELLING TO LITHUANIA BUT
NOT WITH TRAVELLING IN
GENERAL
MAY BE WEAKNESSES OF
LITHUANIA

Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you
travel abroad? (multiple choice) Was there anything you were
worried about before travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice)
Picture: https: / /www.lithuania.travel/en/place/going-on-a-hot-airballoon-ride-over-vilnius

General concerns vs concerns related to visiting
Lithuania among Lithuania’s Visitors
Safety and bad weather are the most common issues German travelers worry about both while traveling in general and before the trip to Lithuania. Safety,
concerns regarding geopolitical issues, lack of knowledge about the country, fear not to get to know “real Lithuania” are the issues German travelers
were worried about before the trip specifically to Lithuania.
Lithuania strengths

RELATED TO TRAVEL IN GENERAL

40%

Concerned about
coronavirus infection

Safety concerns such as theft,
fraud, etc.

30%

Bad weather conditions
Health concerns

Too high prices

20%

Concerned about inability to visit popular
places/ etc. because of pandemic restrictions

Financial concerns such as unexpected
expenses, loss of card or cash
Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries
Concerns
Won’t be able to visit the most important attractions due
related to the
Not getting to know the “real” face of the local culture, tradition
to crowds, renovations etc.
journey
Cultural differences / language barrier
Fear to be disappointed in places
Underdeveloped
that seemed worth visiting
Lack of knowledge about the country
tourism
infrastructure in
Fear of getting lost
Lithuania
Lack of interesting attractions, boredom
Fear that Lithuanians are not nice to the foreign tourists

10%

0%
0%

10%
RELATED WITH TRAVEL TO LITHUANIA

Lithuania weaknesses

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77
Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you travel abroad? (multiple choice) Was there anything you were worried about before travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice)

20%
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Barriers and concerns related to travel to Lithuania
among Intenders / Considerers
35%
32%

Lithuania is not the first choice, so far, have chosen other countries
Have started to think about it only recently

22%

Concerned about inability to visit popular places / etc. because of pandemic restrictions
Concerned about coronavirus infection

Lack of knowledge about the country
Lack of sufficient financial resources
No affordable offers of easy “package trips”
Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc.
Lack of cheap flights
Concern to see post-Soviet country with a corresponding mentality

Concerns regarding lack of interesting attractions, boredom
Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries
Cultural differences / language barrier
No direct flights
No convenient road routes
Not be able to visit the most important attractions due to crowds, renovations etc.

Fear to be disappointed in places that seemed worth visiting
Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in Lithuania
The travel agency did not have an interesting offer to go to Lithuania

Concerns regarding bad weather conditions
Health concerns
Financial concerns such as unexpected expenses, loss of card or cash
Too high prices
Fear not to get to know the “real” face of the Lithuanian culture, tradition
Other

16%
14%
14%
11%
8%
8%
8%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
5%

Sample: those who consider or intend to visit Lithuania, N=37 (small sample)
Why haven't you been to Lithuania yet, even though you have considered or are planning such a trip? (multiple choice)

Those who started to think about visiting Lithuania
most often have not been there yet because they
have other countries in their minds or the idea to
come to Lithuania is too fresh.

The main barriers to travel to
Lithuania

Lithuania is not the
first choice, so far,
have chosen other
countries

Have started to
think about it only
recently

Concerned about
pandemic
restrictions
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General concerns vs barriers to visit Lithuania among
Lithuania’s Intenders / Considerers
Those who intend to visit Lithuania are mostly worried about possible restrictions on popular places due to the pandemic, Coronavirus infection and
personal safety. Intenders / Considerers also worry about weather conditions, have concerns about the safety regarding political situation, prices or
health situation, but these issues are less often mentioned among reasons they have not been in Lithuania yet. Meanwhile, lack of knowledge about the
country stands out as barrier to visit Lithuania in particular.

RELATED TO TRAVEL IN GENERAL

40%

Lithuania
strengths

Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc.

Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with
neighbouring countries

30%

Concerned about inability to visit
popular places/ etc. because of
pandemic restrictions

Health concerns
Too high prices

Concerns regarding bad weather conditions

Concerned about coronavirus infection

Not be able to visit the most important attractions due to crowds, renovations etc.

20%
Financial concerns such as unexpected expenses, loss of card or cash
Fear not to get to know the “real” face of the
Lithuanian culture, tradition

Concerns regarding lack of interesting
attractions, boredom

Cultural differences / language barrier

10%

Fear to be disappointed in places that seemed worth visiting

Lack of knowledge about the country
Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in
Lithuania

Lithuania weaknesses

0%
0%
Sample: those who consider or intend to visit Lithuania, N=37

10%
RELATED WITH TRAVEL TO LITHUANIA

20%

Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you travel abroad? (multiple choice) Why haven't you been to Lithuania yet, even though you have considered or are planning such a trip? (multiple choice)
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Barriers and concerns related to travel to Lithuania
among those who don’t intend or reject visiting
Lithuania
42%
Never thought about going there
Lithuania is not the first choice, so far, have chosen other countries
Lack of knowledge about the country
To see post-Soviet country with a corresponding mentality
Concerned about coronavirus infection
Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc.
Concerns regarding bad weather conditions
Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries
Cultural differences / language barrier
Lithuania is not exotic / unique
Concerns regarding lack of interesting attractions, boredom
Lack of sufficient financial resources
Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in Lithuania
Fear that Lithuanians are not nice to the foreign tourists
Concerned about inability to visit popular places / etc. because of pandemic restrictions
Health concerns
The travel agencies do not have an interesting offer to go to Lithuania
Lack of cheap flights
No direct flights
Too high prices
No affordable offers of easy “package trips”
No convenient road routes
Fear to be disappointed in places that seemed worth visiting
Fear of getting lost
Fear not to get to know the “real” face of the Lithuanian culture, tradition
Concerns related to the journey, as to be late for the plane, traffic jams
Financial concerns such as unexpected expenses, loss of card or cash
Not be able to visit the most important attractions due to crowds, renovations etc.
Other
Sample: those who do not intend or reject to visit Lithuania, N=350
Why aren't you willing to go to Lithuania for tourism / leisure? (multiple choice)

34%
21%
12%
10%
9%
7%
7%
7%
7%
6%
6%
6%
5%
5%
5%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%
4%

Non-intenders mostly emphasize that they simply
have not thought about going to Lithuania before.
The country is not a prioritized destination; besides,
travelers lack knowledge about it.

The main barriers to travel to
Lithuania

Never thought about
going there

Lithuania is not the
first choice, so far
have chosen other
countries

Lack of knowledge
about the country
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General concerns vs barriers to visit Lithuania among
non-Intenders and Rejectors
Coronavirus infection, safety concerns (such as theft, fraud) and bad weather conditions are the main worries arising when traveling anywhere, including
Lithuania. The main and most apparent specific barrier that Lithuania’s Rejectors face (relatively more often mentioned as a reason not to visit Lithuania)
is the lack of knowledge about the country. Possible cultural differences or language barrier comes in as a second more specific barrier.

RELATED TO TRAVEL IN GENERAL

Lithuania strengths

30%

Bad weather conditions
Concerned about coronavirus infection

Health concerns

Too high prices

Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc.

Concerns related to the journey, as to
be late for the plane, traffic jams

20%

Concerned about inability to visit popular
places/ etc. because of pandemic restrictions

Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries
Financial concerns such as unexpected expenses, loss of card or cash

10%

Fear not to get to know the
“real” face of the Lithuanian
culture, tradition
Not be able to visit the most important
Fear that Lithuanians are not nice to the foreign tourists
attractions due to crowds, renovations etc.

Fear of getting lost

Fear to be
disappointed in
places that seemed
worth visiting

Cultural differences / language barrier
Lack of interesting attractions, boredom

Lack of knowledge about the country

Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in Lithuania

Lithuania weaknesses

0%
0%

5%

10%
15%
RELATED WITH TRAVEL TO LITHUANIA

20%

Sample: those who do not intend or reject to visit Lithuania, N=350
Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you travel abroad? (multiple choice) Why aren't you willing to go to Lithuania for tourism / leisure? (multiple choice)

25%
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Qualitative input from Focus group.
Subjective Expectations from Visiting Lithuania
Based on the qualitative focus group in Germany the key challenge seems to be unfamiliarity with Lithuania as a country and as a travel
destination. One has no clear image or idea what Lithuania has to offer and why to travel there, i.e. the motivational factor is missing, and no
advertising, promotion or media coverage can be recalled.

Triggers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lots of pristine nature

Barriers
•

Few tourists, not overcrowded, holiday destination far from the
mainstream, feel like a pioneer
May require smaller budget: Cost of living is probably lower than in
Germany, so accommodation, eating out and public transport should
be inexpensive

•
•

Beautiful coast, possibly lovely seaside resorts
No entry restrictions due to Corona (however, a risk area now!)
A proper reason, a little prodding would be needed, e.g. a cheap
direct flight, a smart package with a flight and hotel

•

After viewing the pictures on the Lithuania page:

•
•
•
•

The Curonian Spit (meets ideas of untouched nature, few people,
quietness)
Wellness & SPA (why not in Druskininkai)
The old town of Vilnius
The Hill of Crosses (if not too far away)

•
•

•

Too little awareness: You don't think about it, don't get the idea, you
hardly know any people who have been there, advertising, promotion
or media coverage seem to be practically non-existent
Competition: Other countries are more present, more visible in the
media, better known
Distance (1,000 km from Berlin, 1,500 km from Frankfurt) – “the
journey scared me off.” Few direct flights from German cities, also
expensive for young people, Ryanair and Wizzair don't fly to Vilnius;
long drive by car, route through Poland (not safe for beautiful cars)
No big attractions, no must-sees (at least none one knows of),
no ‘USP’ – probably not much different from Denmark, Sweden,
Finland, Poland (or even the East German coast)
Not exotic enough, “More like vacation at home, too far for that."
Language barrier: "I'm sure everyone speaks Russian only, at least
outside of Vilnius.“
Cruise ships / ferries that flood port cities with tourists / drunken
Scandinavians
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Drivers to visit Lithuania among Lithuania’s Visitors
Want a change, haven't been there yet

22%

The willingness to learn about the culture, traditions and people

12%

Opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania with other Baltic countries

23%

Natural values of Lithuania (the Baltic Sea, rivers, lakes, etc.)

48%
45%
44%

4%

34%
25%

Friendly attitude of Lithuanians towards the Germans, hospitality

23%

Feeling that Lithuania is a safe country
Affordable prices

3%

Attractive offer of a travel agency

5%

19%

Wanting to discover local cuisine

1%

19%

23%

17%

Not a very popular destination / desire to avoid crowds of tourists
Desire to visit friends or relatives

9%

Friends or family recommendation

4%

14%

No language barrier

Other

Opportunity to
combine trip to
Lithuania with trip to
other Baltic
countries

12%
3%

10%
9%

Article in a tourist magazine (online / printed), etc.
Good shopping opportunities

Haven’t been there Wish to learn about
yet
culture, traditions,
people

12%

Good infrastructure (roads, hotels)
Cheap flights to Lithuania

The main drivers to visit Lithuania

4%

8%

1% 6%

One of the drivers
The main driver

9%

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77
What made you decide to go to Lithuania as a tourist? (multiple choice) What was the main factor which decided that you travelled to Lithuania? (single choice)
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Drivers to visit Lithuania among Lithuania’s Intenders /
Considerers
Want a change, haven't been there yet
Affordable prices

27%

51%
43%

5%

Natural values of Lithuania

19%

The willingness to learn about the culture, traditions and people of Lithuania

14%

35%

Opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania with other Baltic countries

11%

35%

Friendly attitude of Lithuanians towards the Germans, hospitality

8%

Not a very popular destination / desire to avoid crowds of tourists

3%

38%

32%
30%

Wanting to discover local cuisine

3%

Friends or family recommendation

8%

24%
16%

Good infrastructure (roads, hotels)

16%
3%

14%

Article in a tourist magazine (online / printed), etc.

11%

Good shopping opportunities

11%

Cheap flights to Lithuania

The main drivers to visit Lithuania

27%

Feeling that Lithuania is a safe country

Attractive offer of a travel agency

The most important driver to visit Lithuania is a wish to
discover a new country (“have not been there yet”).

Haven't been
there yet

Affordable prices

Natural values of
Lithuania

8%

No language barrier

3%

One of the drivers

Desire to visit friends or relatives

3%

The main driver

Other

3%

Sample: those who intend to visit Lithuania, N=37* (small sample)
What made you start to consider travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice) Which of these reasons was the main factor that made you start to consider travelling to Lithuania? (single choice)
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Drivers to visit Lithuania among Visitors and
Intenders / Considerers
Wish to discover a new country and its nature, willingness to learn about culture, traditions and people, affordable prices, safety of the country and
friendliness of its people, also opportunity to combine a trip to Lithuania with other Baltic countries are the values that are important to both past and
future (intending) Lithuania’s Visitors. The latter are also more driven by the wish to discover local cuisine and visit less popular / crowded destinations.

Drivers most important for both segments

VISITORS (importance)

50%

Want a change, haven't been
there yet

Opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania
with other Baltic States countries

The willingness to learn about the culture, traditions and
people of Lithuania

40%

Friendly attitude of
Lithuanians towards the
Germans, hospitality

30%

Natural values of Lithuania (the Baltic Sea, rivers,
lakes, landscape parks, etc.)

Feeling that Lithuania is a safe country

20%

Affordable prices

Attractive offer of a travel agency

Desire to visit friends or relatives
Cheap flights to Lithuania

10%

Wanting to discover local cuisine
Not a very popular destination / desire to
avoid crowds of tourists
Good infrastructure (roads, hotels)
Friends or family recommendation

Article in a tourist magazine (online/printed), etc.
Good shopping opportunities

No language barrier

Least important drivers

0%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%
25%
30%
35%
INTENDERS / CONSIDERERS (importance)

40%

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77/ those who intend to visit Lithuania, N=37* (small sample)
What made you decide to go to Lithuania as a tourist? (multiple choice) What made you start to consider travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice)

45%

50%

55%
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Types of travelers. Summary of travel barriers and
drivers
Visitors

Considerers

Intenders

Rejectors

People who have visited Lithuania
within the last 5 years
N=31* (small sample)

People who have not visited Lithuania within
the last 5 years, but they have thought
about it
N=48* (small sample)
Safety concerns such as theft,
35%
fraud, etc.

People who are planning to visit
Lithuania
N=31* (small sample)

People who do not want to visit
Lithuania
N=52

Safety concerns such as theft,
fraud, etc.

26%

Bad weather conditions

46% ▲

39%

Coronavirus infection

29%

Coronavirus infection

26%

Too high prices

38% ▲

32%

Too high prices

29%

Bad weather conditions

26%

Health concerns

38%

Safety concerns such as theft,
The main
fraud, etc.
barriers to
travel in general Coronavirus infection
Bad weather conditions

42%

Rejectors / non-Intenders,
n=350

Considerers / Intenders (n=37*) (small sample)
The main
barriers to
travel to
Lithuania

Bad weather conditions

17%

Lithuania is not the first choice, so far, have chosen other countries 35%

Safety concerns such as theft,
fraud, etc.

16%

Have started to think about it only recently 32%

Health concerns

9%

Concerned about inability to visit popular places/ etc. because of pandemic
22%
restrictions

Never thought about going there 42%
Lithuania is not the first choice, so
far, have chosen other countries 34%
Lack of knowledge about the
country 21%

Considerers / Intenders (n=37*) (small sample)
Drivers to visit
Lithuania

Want a change, haven't been there yet
The willingness to learn about the culture,
traditions and people of Lithuania
Opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania with
other Baltic States countries
Natural values of Lithuania (the Baltic Sea,
rivers, lakes, landscape parks, etc.)
Friendly attitude of Lithuanians towards the
Germans, hospitality

48%

Want a change, haven't been there yet 51%

45%

Affordable prices 43%

44%

Natural values of Lithuania 38%

34%

The willingness to learn about the culture, traditions and people of Lithuania 35%

25%

Opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania with other Baltic countries 35%
▼ Statistically significantly less
▲ Statistically significantly more
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The drivers and barriers to visit
other countries and Lithuania
Top
Findings (1)

•

The main general travel concerns are related to bad weather conditions, possibility
to get infected with Covid-19, other health concerns, personal safety worries and
high prices (33%, 31%, 28%, 27%, and 24%). These concerns are the main for
Visitors, Considerers, and Intenders. Rejectors emphasize bad weather concerns and
high prices.

•

There are fewer barriers to travel to Lithuania among German travelers who have
visited the country than general concerns when traveling abroad. The main issues
stay the same – potentially bad weather (17%) and safety (theft, fraud) (16%), while
55% did not have any concerns at all. Lack of knowledge about the country is a
barrier that German travelers are worried about before the trip to Lithuania and not as
much when it comes to traveling in general. As Intenders / Considerers are thinking
about coming to Lithuania in more recent conditions, they are more concerned about
inability to visit popular places in Lithuania due to the pandemic restrictions.

•

For Lithuania’s Considerers and Intenders, the main barrier is that they have other
countries to visit at the top of their minds (35%), and the thought of visiting
Lithuania is very fresh for them (32%). These people are also worried about the
pandemic restrictions (22%) and Covid-19 situation (16%). In general, German travelers
tend to avoid traveling due to the Covid-19, fear of pandemic restrictions and safety
issues, while the specific reason not to visit Lithuania is associated with the lack of
information about the country.
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The drivers and barriers to visit
other countries and Lithuania
Top
Findings (2)

•

Those who reject Lithuania as a travel destination mostly do so because they just
never thought about going there (42%), also because of their choice of other more
attractive for them countries (34%) and lack of knowledge about Lithuania (21%).
When comparing their general worries before any trip and reasons why not to visit
Lithuania, it is seen that they do not have enough knowledge about the country, worry
about country being boring, fear to find underdeveloped tourism infrastructure and
encounter language barrier / cultural differences. Rejectors is the last priority after
Considerers and Intenders, because attracting them to Lithuania would cost the most
and take the longest.

•

The main drivers to visit Lithuania among Visitors are wish to discover a new country
(“have not been there yet”; 48%), willingness to learn about the culture, traditions
and people (45%), also opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania with other Baltic
countries (44%). Considerers and Intenders most often emphasize the wish to
discover a new country (“have not been there yet”; 51%), affordable prices (43%),
natural values of Lithuania (38%).

•

To sum up, it can be said that the wish to discover a new country with beautiful nature,
convenience of getting there (short distance, cheap flights) and affordable prices are the
values worth emphasizing.
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6
Travelers' expectations
and experience in
Lithuania

Purpose of travel in general
Visiting the seaside and resting on the beach, trying local food and drinks, visiting historical places, small towns and villages, getting to know local
culture & traditions are the most usual that German travelers participate in during vacation time.
Visiting the Sea / resting on the beach

29%

75%

Active outdoor activities (hiking, cycling, water
sports etc.)

8%

32%

Looking for the niche tourism, places or
experiences

2%

32%

Making friends with the local population /
inhabitants of the visited country

1%

31%

Trying local food and drinks

3%

Visiting historical places, castles

5%

Visiting small towns, villages

4%

Getting to know the local culture, tradition

6%

Sightseeing in large cities (other than capital
of the country)

4%

51%

Visiting UNESCO heritage sites

1%

22%

Spending time with loved ones

11%

50%

Participating in cultural events (e.g. festival,
concert)

1%

22%

Resting and relaxing by the lake

3%

Shopping

2%

Sightseeing in capital city

2%

Visiting museums / art galleries

1%

Spending time in the wilderness, nature

2%

62%
60%
58%
54%

45%

34%
32%

3%

Sightseeing the whole country (for example in
camper, by car, in bicycle)

4%

Visiting family / friends who live abroad

41%
39%

Taking an organized tour

Night life

Usual activities
The most often
activity

Using health treatments including spa, wellness
centres
Visiting or participating in Sport events

Participating in religious events or visiting
religious places

Average usage of activities (36%)
Sample: All, N=1213
What do you usually do during your vacations abroad? (multiple choice) Which of these activities you do the most often during your vacations abroad? (single choice)

4%
1%

28%
24%

21%
17%

1% 11%
1%
6%
0,3%5%
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Purpose to travel to Lithuania among Lithuania
Intenders / Considerers
Visiting historical places, castles

16%

Sightseeing capital city Vilnius

19%

Visiting Baltic seacoast
Getting to know the local culture, tradition

59%

54%

3%

49%

11%

49%
46%

Trying local food and drinks
Making friends with the local population

11%

41%

38%

Visiting small towns, villages
Sightseeing other large cities (e.g., Kaunas, Klaipėda)

3%

Looking for the niche tourism, places or experiences

5%

35%
32%

Resting and relaxing by a lake
Spending time in the wilderness, nature

30%
11%

30%

Visit museums / art galleries

24%

Visiting UNESCO heritage in Lithuania

24%

Sightseeing the whole country

5%

22%

Active outdoor activities

8%

22%

Night life

Visiting historical
places, castles

19%

Participating in cultural events

14%

Taking an organized tour

3% 14%

One of the purposes

Shopping

3% 14%

The main purpose

Spending time with the loved ones

3% 11%

Health-oriented treatments including spa, wellness centres

11%

Visiting or attending sport events

The main purposes to travel to
Lithuania

Sightseeing
capital city
Vilnius

Visiting Baltic
seacoast

Getting to know Trying local food
and drinks
the local culture,
tradition

5%

Sample: those who consider or intend to visit Lithuania, N=37* (small sample)
What was or is the purpose of your planned tourist trip to Lithuania? (multiple choice) Which was the main purpose? (single choice)
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Usual activities and activities intended to participate in
Lithuania
Those who intend to visit Lithuania plan the same activities in Lithuania as during their usual vacation abroad – visiting historical places and
museums, sightseeing in the capital and other cities, along with towns and villages, visiting the Baltic seacoast, trying local food and drinks,
visiting UNESCO heritage and looking for some special places and experiences, also making friends with the locals.
90%
80%
70%

Getting to know the local culture, tradition
Visiting small towns, villages

60%

USUAL

Trying local food and drinks
Sightseeing other large cities (e.g.,
Kaunas, Klaipėda)
Visit museums / art galleries

Participating in cultural events

50%

Spending time with the loved ones

Visiting Baltic seacoast
Looking for the niche tourism, places or experiences
Making friends with the local population

Active outdoor activities
Sightseeing the whole country

Night life
Participation in religious events or visiting religious places
Taking an organized tour
Visiting family / friends who live in Lithuania

30%
20%

Sightseeing capital city Vilnius

Visiting UNESCO heritage in Lithuania

Resting and relaxing by a lake

40%

Visiting historical places, castles

Spending time in the wilderness, nature

Shopping
Visiting or attending sport events

10%

Health-oriented treatments including spa, wellness centres

0%
0%

10%

20%

30%
40%
INTEND TO PARTICIPATE IN LITHUANIA

50%

Sample: those who intend to visit Lithuania, N=31* (small sample)
What do you usually do during your vacations abroad? (multiple choice) What was or is the purpose of your planned tourist trip to Lithuania? (multiple choice)

60%

70%
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Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Subjective Expectations for Visiting Lithuania
Transportation

Reaching Lithuania is an issue and a barrier.
Few direct flights from German cities, low-cost
carriers don’t fly there. Visitors coming by car
must travel through Poland (where nice German
cars might not be safe) or use a ferry (for well-off
travellers only).

Food

However, young women can be picky with
meat and rich food. Special dietary
requirements / (real or imagined) food
intolerances / allergies are cultivated and
require information on ingredients.

Vague notions of how to move around in
Lithuania: Public transport is expected to be
sufficient in cities; bicycles or e-bikes for rent
would be helpful.
To move around in the country, travellers would
want a car and hope to be able to rent one at
Vilnius airport at reasonable costs. No worries
about road conditions.

Accommodation

Prices /
costs

Accommodation in all price ranges in Vilnius and
other cities expected, as well as on the coast. For
longer stays, holiday apartments (also Airbnb) are
preferred, or camping sites for camper van travellers
(also expected on the coast).
In rural Lithuania, touristic infrastructure might still
be thin and accommodation scarce or not up to
German travellers’ standards.

Most likely rich, sumptuous, with lots of
meat. Stews and thick soups, borsch,
influences of Russian and Polish cuisine
assumed. Will probably taste good.

On the whole, older target expects
comparatively inexpensive
accommodation, food and traveling within
the country, budget-conscious younger
people have no idea.
Experience has shown that upcoming tourist
destinations quickly adapt to affluent visitors
and increase their prices around touristic
hotspots accordingly. So Lithuania might not
be as inexpensive as expected, especially
Vilnius and the coast.

Places to visit

No ideas at all.
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Activities participated in Lithuania
Sightseeing capital city Vilnius
Trying local food and drinks
Sightseeing other large cities (e.g., Kaunas, Klaipėda)
Visiting historical places, castles

Visiting Baltic seacoast
Visiting small towns, villages
Taking an organized tour
Getting to know the local culture, tradition
Making friends with the local population

Visit museums / art galleries
Visiting UNESCO heritage in Lithuania
Spending time in the wilderness, nature
Spending time with the loved ones
Participating in cultural events (e.g., festival, concert)
Shopping
Sightseeing the whole country
Resting and relaxing by a lake
Participation in religious events or visiting religious places

Visiting family / friends who live in Lithuania
Looking for the niche tourism, places or experiences
Active outdoor activities
Night life
Health-oriented treatments including spa, wellness centres

Visiting or attending Sport events
Other

14%
1%
4%
5%
9%
5%
13%
5%
5%
3%
3%
3%
3,9%
1%
3%
6%
3%

70%
61%
55%
53%
52%
45%
43%
42%

29%
29%
27%
25%
23%
21%
18%
16%
16%
Sightseeing
13%
capital city
5%
13%
Vilnius
13%
1%
13%
One of the activities
12%
The main activity
3% 6%
2,6%4%
1%

The main activities in Lithuania

Trying local food
Sightseeing
and drinks
other large cities

Visiting historical
places, castles

Visiting Baltic
seacoast

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77
Which of the following activities did you participate in during your tourist trip to Lithuania? (multiple choice) Which of these activities was your main activity, in which you participated most often during your travel to
Lithuania? (single choice)
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Usual activities and activities participated in Lithuania
German travelers partake in their usual activities in Lithuania: visit castles, historical places, seaside, capital and other cities, along with
towns and villages, try local food and drinks, get to know local culture. Resting by the lake and visiting museums / art galleries are
common elsewhere, but not as much in Lithuania. These possibilities could be communicated more.
90%
80%
Visiting historical places, castles
Visiting small towns, villages

70%

Visiting Baltic seacoast

60%

USUAL

Resting and relaxing by a lake

Visit museums / art galleries

Sightseeing other large cities
Getting to know the local culture, tradition

Trying local food and drinks

50%
40%

Looking for the niche tourism,
places or experiences

30%
Visiting family / friends
who live in Lithuania

20%
10%

Sightseeing capital city Vilnius
Spending time with the loved ones
Taking an organized tour
Participating in cultural events
Shopping
Spending time in the wilderness, nature
Visiting UNESCO heritage in Lithuania
Active outdoor activities
Sightseeing the whole country

Making friends with the local population

Visiting or attending Sport events
Night life
Health-oriented treatments including spa, wellness centres
Participation in religious events or visiting religious places

0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%
IN LITHUANIA

50%

60%

70%

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77
What do you usually do during your vacations abroad? (multiple choice) Which of the following activities did you participate in during your tourist trip to Lithuania? (multiple choice)

80%
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Attractiveness of activities in Lithuania
Mean of evaluation
Visiting Baltic seacoast (n=40)
Sightseeing capital city Vilnius (n=54)
Sightseeing other large cities (e.g., Kaunas, Klaipėda) (n=42)
Trying local food and drinks (n=47)
Taking an organized tour (n=33)
Visiting historical places, castles (n=41)
Getting to know the local culture, tradition (n=32)
Visiting small towns, villages (n=35)

4,7
4,5
4,5
4,4
4,4
4,4
4,4
4,4
small sample:

Visiting family / friends who live in Lithuania (n=10)
Looking for the niche tourism, places or experiences (n=10)
Spending time with the loved ones (n=18)
Visiting UNESCO heritage in Lithuania (n=21)
Spending time in the wilderness, nature (n=19)
Participating in cultural events (e.g. festival, concert) (n=16)
Sightseeing the whole country (n=12)
Resting and relaxing by a lake (n=12)
Active outdoor activities (n=10)
Making friends with the local population (n=22)
Visiting or attending Sport events (n=3)
Visit museums / art galleries (n=22)
Participation in religious events, visiting religious places (n=10)
Health-oriented treatments including spa, wellness centres (n=5)
Night life (n=9)
Shopping (n=14)

4,9

The most popular activities are also the
most liked ones. Visiting seaside, capital
and other towns in Lithuania, enjoying
local food and drinks, exploring local
culture and traditions, visiting historical
places. Organized tours were also rated
well.

4,7
4,7
4,6
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,3
4,3
4,3
4,2
4,0
3,9

Sample: those who participated in certain activity (number is indicated along each activity)
How much did you enjoy this activity? Please use the 5-point scale where 1 means “I didn’t like it at all” and 5 means “I like it very much”.
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Attractiveness of different travel-related aspects of
Lithuania
Mean of evaluation
Vilnius

4,6

Nature

4,5

Hospitality / friendliness of Lithuanians

4,4

Safety

4,4

Culture, traditions, folklore

4,4

Landmarks

4,3

Food / local cuisine

4,3

Accommodation/hotel

4,2

Public transport

4,2

Prices

4,2

Night life, bars, pubs

4,1

Weather / climate

3,9

Road infrastructure

3,8

Quality of Lithuanian cycling paths

3,8

Ease of communication with Lithuanians

3,8

Lithuanian campings/campsites

Capital Vilnius, nature, landmarks, pleasant people,
culture, traditions of Lithuania and feeling of safety –
the most liked aspects of Lithuania.

The main liked aspects

79%*

82%

86%

84%

78%

* Top2 – Like very much + Like

3,5

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77
How did you like the following aspects in Lithuania? Please use the 5-point scale where 1 means “I didn’t like it at all” and 5 means “I like it very much”.
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Evaluation of experience in Lithuania
General assessment of Lithuania and willingness to revisit the country are high – 83% have liked it and 75% would like to visit Lithuania again.

Willingness to re-visit

General likeability

I liked it (4+5)

Mean

Yes (4+5)

4,5

Mean

4,1

75%
95%

Neither I liked it, nor I
didn’t (3)

I didn’t like it (1+2)
4%
1%

Neither yes nor no (3)

19%

No (1+2)

5%

How did you like the Lithuania? (single choice)

Would you like to visit Lithuania again? (single choice)

People who prefer traveling by bus with other tourists those who
say they know a lot about Lithuania liked it more often.

People having children and those saying they know quite a lot about
Lithuania more often express willingness to visit Lithuania again.

The lower evaluation was observed among people aged 25-29.

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77
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Willingness to recommend travelling to Lithuania to
relatives and friends
More than a half (55%) of German travelers who have been in Lithuania would recommend coming to Lithuania to their family and friends.

39

10

9
8
7

0

Net Promoter
Score

6
5

40%

-50

4

+50

3

2

19%

1

0

9%

0%

0%

0%

0%

6%

14%

10%

-100

0%

30%
PASSIVES

16%
DETRACTORS

55%
PROMOTERS

+100
NPS = % of Promoters
(9s and 10s)

16%
0

1

2

3

Definitely no

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

-

30%

Detractors

% of Detractors
(0 through 6)

55%
Neutrals

Promoters

Definitely yes

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=77
Would you recommend travelling to Lithuania to your family / friends? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means I would definitely not recommend and 10 means I would definitely recommend. (single choice)
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Factors having the most influence on Lithuania’s
evaluation (correlation from -1 to 1)
General
evaluation

Willingness to
visit again

Recommendation

Landmarks

0,52

0,26

0,35

0,40

Lithuanian campings / campsites

0,44

0,55

0,51

0,48

0,44

Accommodation / hotel

0,43

0,35

0,44

0,20

0,33

0,37

Ease of communication with Lithuanians

0,41

0,42

0,56

Trying local food and drinks

0,19

0,37

0,25

Safety

0,40

0,34

0,41

Visiting UNESCO heritage*

0,19

0,48

0,64

Quality of Lithuanian cycling paths

0,38

0,45

0,56

Visit museums / art galleries*

0,14

0,44

0,37

Hospitality / friendliness of Lithuanians

0,37

0,40

0,44

Taking an organized tour

0,14

0,36

0,17

Vilnius

0,31

0,35

0,42

*Making friends with the local population*

0,12

0,26

-0,13

Culture, traditions, folklore

0,31

0,45

0,36

Sightseeing other large cities

0,12

0,41

0,37

Public transport

0,30

0,40

0,40

Getting to know the local culture, tradition

0,10

0,51

0,06

Weather / climate

0,29

0,25

0,36

Visiting family / friends who live in Lithuania

-0,17

0,25

0,11

Nature

0,29

0,44

0,47

Food / local cuisine

0,27

0,35

0,44

Road infrastructure

0,21

0,23

0,38

Night life, bars, pubs

0,18

0,37

0,55

Prices

0,06

0,20

0,17

General
evaluation

Willingness to
visit again

Recommendation

Visiting Baltic seacoast

0,45

0,42

0,47

Sightseeing capital city Vilnius

0,40

0,41

Visiting small towns, villages

0,32

Visiting historical places, castles

Activities and attractions

Various aspects of Lithuania

Factors having correlation coefficient 0,5 and higher are marked in green,
having correlation coefficient 0,3-0,4 are marked in light green and factors
having correlation coefficient less than 0,3 – in very light green.
* small sample (more than 20 but lower than 30).
Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=153
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Types of travelers. Top5 purposes to travel to Lithuania

Purpose of
travel in
general

Visitors

Considerers

Intenders

Rejectors

People who have visited Lithuania
within the last 5 years
N=31* (small sample)

People who have not visited Lithuania within
the last 5 years, but they have thought
about it
N=48* (small sample)

People who are planning to visit
Lithuania
N=31* (small sample)

People who do not want to visit
Lithuania
N=52

Visiting the Sea / resting on the
beach

77%

I visit historical places, castles

67%

I get to know the local culture,
tradition

68%

Visiting the Sea / resting on the
beach

79%

Sightseeing small towns, villages

74%

Sightseeing small towns, villages

63%

I try local food and drinks

65%

I try local food and drinks

58%

I visit historical places, castles

74%

I visit historical places, castles

61%

I spend time with my loved ones

58%

I try local food and drinks

68%

Sightseeing small towns, villages

61%

I rest and relax by the lake

52%

Sightseeing in large cities (other than
capital of the country)

65%

Sightseeing in large cities (other
than capital of the country)

61%

I visit historical places, castles

42% ▼

Sightseeing in large cities (other than
63%
capital of the country)
I get to know the local culture,
56%
tradition
Visiting the Sea / resting on the
52% ▼
beach

Intenders / Considerers, n=37
Purpose to
travel to
Lithuania

Visiting historical places, castles

59%

Sightseeing capital city Vilnius

54%

Visiting Baltic seacoast

49%

Getting to know the local culture, tradition

49%

I try local food and drinks

46%

▼ Statistically significantly less
▲ Statistically significantly more
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Experience in Lithuania
•

During their travels, most of the German tourists prefer to visit seaside (75%), try local
food and drinks (62%), visit historical places and castles (60%), visit small towns and
villages (58%), get to know the local culture, traditions (54%). This tendency does not
differ among Lithuania Visitors, Considerers, and Intenders – the representatives of all
these segments usually participate in the same activities during their trips abroad.

•

Lithuania’s Indenders also would prefer to visit historical places and castles (59%).
Interest in seeing Vilnius (54%) is higher than in seeing other capitals while going on a
vacation abroad (39%). However, interest in seaside in Lithuania is lower than in general,
but still stays on the top of the list, with a half of Lithuania’s Intenders / Considerers willing
to go there, and a half of Visitors having been there in the past. Overall, activities planned
for Lithuania do not differ much from their usual vacation plans.

•

The intentions of what to do in Lithuania coincide with activities participated in Lithuania –
German travelers most often chose to see Vilnius (70%), tasted the local cuisine (61%).
Also, a large share of them visited large cities of Lithuania (55%), went to see
historical places, castles (53%) and visited the seaside (52%).

•

Thus, the main centers of attraction in Lithuania are the capital Vilnius, historical
places, local food and drinks, the Baltic seacoast – these aspects are prioritized in
general and were chosen to visit or try in Lithuania. These may also include seeing other
large cities such as Kaunas, Klaipeda, visiting small towns and villages, museums,
and galleries, and getting to know local culture and traditions.

Top
Findings (1)
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Experience in Lithuania
Top
Findings (2)

•

The most popular activities in Lithuania were also the most enjoyed ones: visiting the
seaside, capital Vilnius, large and small towns, tasting local food and drinks, sightseeing
historical places, exploring the country during organized tours, getting to know local culture
and traditions have the highest evaluation scores (4.4-4.7 out of 5).

•

In general Lithuania is assessed very well – 95% of those who came there liked it. This is
also reflected in intentions to visit the country again (75%).

•

The recommendation level is also high – more than a half of Visitors (55%) would
recommend to visit Lithuania to their relatives and friends.

•

Factors that have the most influence on Lithuania’s assessment are related to relaxation –
visiting seacoast, enjoying time in beautiful nature. The assessment is also strongly related
to the ability to have a unique sightseeing experience – to visit Vilnius and small towns /
villages in Lithuania, to see UNESCO heritage and landmarks in Lithuania. Positive
cultural experiences should include visiting historical places, castles, museums, and
galleries, to get to know Lithuanian culture, traditions, folklore. The assessment of Lithuania
also correlates with the assessment of infrastructure for outdoors – the quality of cycling
routes, camping sites.

•

Top rated aspects of Lithuania are the capital Vilnius (4.6 from 5), nature (4.5), the
hospitality of Lithuanians (4.4), safety (4.4), culture, traditions, folklore (4.4), while camping
sites are the least liked (3.5). Improving infrastructure for camping and outdoors is an
important factor for improving the experience of German tourists and increasing
recommendation level on visiting Lithuania.
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Expectations towards
Lithuania’s offer

Preferred types of tourism in Lithuania
20%

Food tourism

20%

Short weekend trip to one city in Lithuania

17%

Cultural tourism

15%

Slow tourism

14%

Wellness tourism

11%

Family tourism

10%

Shopping tourism

6%

Camping

5%

Canoeing tourism

5%

Cycling tourism

4%

Nightlife and Entertainment

4%

Health tourism

4%

Religious tourism

1%

Incentives trip – teambuilding

1%

Other

1%

None of the above
Don’t know / difficult to say

Classic tourism is more attractive to people
having higher education, people whose budget
on the last trip was 751-1000 Eur, people who
prefer sightseeing trips, those who choose to
travel with other family members, those
preferring to travel in a bus with other tourists,
travelers staying in familiar hotel chains, those
who say they know quite a lot about Lithuania,
who have been to Lithuania before and would
like to stay here for 4-7 nights.
Nature tourism is more often chosen by
independent travelers, those who stay in rented
apartments, campsites or rural homesteads,
those preferring to stay in Lithuania 8-14 nights.
Historical tourism is more often preferred by
people aged 50+, those residing in cities below
100K residents, those preferring sightseeing
trips, people who like to travel by train or bus,
those who know some or a lot about Lithuania.

11%
14%

Sample: All, N=1213
Which of the following types of tourism available in Lithuania would be most attractive for you? (multiple choice)

Lithuania Visitors*

Considerers*

Intenders*

▲

▲

▲

Food tourism
Classic tourism
Nature tourism

Classic tourism
Historical tourism
Slow tourism

Cultural tourism
Food tourism
Classic tourism
Incentives trip
Cycling tourism
Canoeing
Nightlife and
entertainment

Incentives trip
Cycling tourism
Canoeing
Religious tourism

Incentives trip
Cycling tourism
Camping

Travel only on
their own

Travel only with
agencies

▲

▲

Nature tourism
Food tourism
Classic tourism

Classic tourism
Nature tourism
Historical tourism

▲

Historical tourism

Classic tourism, nature tourism, historical and food
tourism would be the most preferred types of tourism in
Lithuania for German visitors.

Religious tourism
Incentives trip
Health tourism

▲

23%

▲

Nature tourism

▲

24%

▲

Classic tourism

Incentives trip
Religious tourism
Nightlife and
entertainment

▼ Statistically significantly less
▲ Statistically significantly more

*small sample (n=40)
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Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Easiest and most obvious: Fly in for a long weekend / couple of days, visit the most attractive places / top
sites in reach, enjoy culture light: historic sites, typical places / clubs / restaurants, entertaining cultural events,
inexpensive flights or attractive weekend packages (incl. flight!) provided.
Most associated with Lithuania: experience nature (mainly the coast), visit national parks, go hiking (older
targets), relish undiscovered places, enjoy water activities like kayaking, kite-surfing etc. or adventures like
climbing, jumping, physical challenges (younger) – all this would be a part of a longer trip, combined with other
activities, car provided.
Spend two weeks / a real holiday (so the long journey is worth it): Bring your own car / a (rented) camper van,
travel Lithuania and other Baltic states (round trip type journey), combine sight-seeing / culture light with a
stay at a seaside resort or at a Wellness & SPA hotel.
Infrequent special interests: Go hunting, find traces of the Soviet past (Soviet ‘brutal’ architecture), or traces
of German inheritance, visit lost places (power plant, jail), mixing with locals in cooking or pottery classes,
workation / work on remote basis while spending a couple of weeks at the seaside in the summer, activities /
entertainment for kids.
Less attractive touristic products: Medical tourism (rehabilitation and sanatorium treatments), food – seen as a part of an enjoyable trip, not a
reason to come to Lithuania, camping (apart from travelling in a camper van), MICE / business tourism.
Activities? “You will do the same there as you always do when you travel. Visit a few sights, experience a bit of culture (churches, museums, etc.), go out to eat, maybe go
shopping and, if there is time, relax for a few days at a nice place or at the beach in summer.” (young woman, no kids)
Why Vilnius? “Why not? Every city is worth seeing.” (young woman)
“Since Ryanair flies to Sofia, we have tourists even in Sofia, a city you wouldn’t think of in the first place.” (young man, originally from Bulgaria who lives in Germany)
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Preferred length of stay in Lithuania
1 night

4%

4-7 nights is the most optimal trip duration.
4-7 nights stay is similarly attractive for all socio-demographic groups of respondents.

2 nights

3%

3 nights

8-14 nights’ stay is more often chosen by people aged 50+, pensioners, also whose last travel
budget exceeded 2000 Eur.
3 nights stay is more appropriate for people aged up to 39 y.o., full-time employees, those who
travel several times a year, people who travel with other family members, not spouse / children,
those who know the name and geographical location of Lithuania.

17%

4-7 nights

53%

8-14 nights

20%

15 nights or longer

When analyzing the preferred duration of travel to Lithuania by most attractive types of
tourism, it is seen that the length of stay of 8 and more nights would be the most optimal for those
who would enjoy slow tourism and camping, while a stay of 4-7 nights is more often chosen by those
who prefer classic, historical, cultural tourism.

3%

Up to 3-nights stay would be more often chosen by those who prefer a short weekend trip to 1 city.

20%

31% ▲

27%

25%

10% ▼

26%

41% ▲

23%

27%

27%

60%

51%

25%

13% ▼

22%

Wellness
tourism

Family
tourism

Shopping
tourism

39% ▲

27%

34%

45% ▼
61% ▲
57%

59% ▲

54%

12% ▼

14% ▼

21%

Classic
tourism

Nature
tourism

Historical
tourism

Food tourism

52%

62% ▲

Short
weekend trip
to one city in
Lithuania

35%

21%

49%

12% ▼

8% ▼

Cultural
tourism

Slow tourism

Up to 3 nights

Sample: All, N=1213
What would be the most optimal travel length to Lithuania for you? (single choice)

54%

49%

9% ▼

19%

17%

Camping

Canoeing
tourism

Cycling
tourism

52%

51%

45% ▲
20% ▼

15%

4-7 nights

36%
Nightlife and
Entertainment

10%

70%

47%

64%

19%

14%

20%

Health
tourism

Religious
tourism

Incentives trip
–
teambuilding

8 nights or longer
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Attractiveness of places / landmarks in Lithuania
The Baltic seaside and Palanga or
Klaipėda resorts, Amber Museum

43%

Curonian Spit National Park famous for
sand dunes at the Baltic Sea

38%

Trakai Historical National Park with Island
castles

31%

Vilnius

28%

Kaunas - European Capital of Culture
2022

27%

Klaipėda, the port city

22%

National Parks tourism infrastructure there
(cycling paths, birdwatching spots, hiking
trails, observation towers)

The Hill of Crosses – memorial and place
of worship
Cold war heritage

38%

31%

28%

27%

22%

17%

11%

8%

7%

6%

17%

Mineral water resorts of Druskininkai and
Birštonas
Kernavė Hillforts

43%

11%
8%
7%
6%

Sample: All, N=1213
Which of the following places / landmarks in Lithuania would be most attractive for you? (multiple choice)
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Types of travelers. Travel preferences
Visitors

Considerers

Intenders

Rejectors

People who have visited Lithuania
within the last 5 years
N=31* (small sample)

People who have not visited Lithuania within the
last 5 years, but they have thought about it
N=48* (small sample)

People who are planning to visit
Lithuania
N=31* (small sample)

People who do not want to visit
Lithuania
N=52

Preferred types
of tourism

Classic tourism

32%

Nature tourism

32%

Historical tourism

29%

Food tourism

35%

Weekend trip to one city in LT

16%

Cultural tourism

26%

Slow tourism

23%

Wellness tourism
Family tourism

1 night
2 nights

6%
13%

2%

6%

4-7 nights

6%
58% ▲

The Baltic seaside and Palanga or
Klaipėda resorts, Amber Museum

26%

46%

19%

3%

46%

Curonian Spit National Park famous for
48%
sand dunes at the Baltic Sea

Curonian Spit National Park famous for
44%
sand dunes at the Baltic Sea

Trakai Historical National Park with
Island castles

Vilnius

29%

23%
61%

19%
8%

19%

Vilnius

10%
50%

45%

8-14 nights

Top3 most
attractive places
in Lithuania

21%

19%

10% ▼
19%
12%
15%
19%
8%
8%
19%
13%
10%

4%
8%

3%

3 nights

15 nights or longer

29%
26%
29%
35%
16%
42% ▲
29%
13%
16%
6%

4%
17%
10%

13%

Shopping tourism

Preferred length
of travel to
Lithuania

33%
23%
33%
25%
25%
23%
27% ▲

42% ▲

Curonian Spit National Park famous
for sand dunes at the Baltic Sea

45%

Curonian Spit National Park famous
50%
for sand dunes at the Baltic Sea

Vilnius

42%

The Baltic seaside and Palanga or
Klaipėda resorts, Amber Museum

The Baltic seaside and Palanga or
Klaipėda resorts, Amber Museum

32%

Trakai Historical National Park with
31%
Island castles

▼ Statistically significantly less
▲ Statistically significantly more

48%
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Expectations towards Lithuania’s
offer
Top
Findings (1)

•

Classic, nature, historical and food tourism are the most preferred types of tourism
available in Lithuania, while team-building trips, religious tourism and health tourism are
the least attractive options.

•

4-7 nights’ stay would be the most optimal choice for German travelers (53%). Same
duration is the most attractive to Lithuania’s Visitors, Considerers, and Intenders as well.

•

Beautiful nature spots in Lithuania – the Baltic seaside with Palanga and Klaipeda
resorts, Curonian Spit National Park and Trakai Historical National Park with Island
Castle are the most attractive places* for German travelers (43%, 38% and 31%).

•

Baltic seaside is more often chosen by women, those who prefer leisure trips, people
who travel with partner and children, also those who would like to stay in Lithuania for 814 nights.

•

Curonian Spit National park is more attractive to women, those who like to stay in rented
apartments or rural homesteads. This place is less attractive for people who travel only via
travel agencies.

•

Trakai Historical National Park is more attractive to people whose last travel budget
exceeded 2000 Eur per person, also ones who would like to stay in Lithuania for 8-14
days.
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*from places analyzed in this research

Expectations towards Lithuania’s
offer
Top
Findings (2)

•

Vilnius is more attractive to people who reside in Northeast of Germany, people with higher
education, those who prefer sightseeing trips, travel by train or by bus individually, travelers
preferring to stay in familiar hotel chains or at friends’ / relatives’, Lithuania’s Visitors and
Considerers. Kaunas is more attractive to people having higher education, people who prefer
sightseeing trips, people who stay in hotel chains and would like to stay in Lithuania for 3
nights, while Klaipeda is more often chosen by people who prefer staying at hostels.

•

National parks were more often chosen by people aged up to 39, independent travelers,
people who travel with their partner and children, those who like traveling with a campervan,
also people who prefer staying in rented apartments, hostels, campsites, rural homesteads,
those who know Lithuania’s name and location.

•

Druskininkai and Birštonas resorts were more often chosen by people aged 30-39, single
travelers. Kernavė Hillforts were more attractive to people aged 30-49, also people who like
to stay in rented apartments and whose who have the lowest travel budget (up to 500 Eur).

•

Hills of Crosses is more attractive to younger people aged 25-29 and Lithuania’s
Considerers. Cold war heritage is more interesting to males, also aged 25-29.

•

German tourists enjoy sightseeing discoveries. Therefore, consistent communication
should concentrate on the most beautiful places of Lithuania emphasizing both their beauty
and historical value – the Baltic sea and ancient drops of amber, unique Curonian Spit
National Park protected by UNESCO, Trakai castle that was built by Grand Dukes, etc.
74

*from places analyzed in this research
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COVID-19 and travelling
to Lithuania

Impact of Covid-19 on travel plans
I still do not travel and do not
have plans for upcoming trips

I didn’t travel recently but I have
plans for upcoming trips

34%
People who travel only with the help of travel agencies more often say they still do not travel nor
have plans for future trips.
People who travel once a year more often say they still do not travel but have some plans for future
trips.

I travel and have plans but
traveling amount is smaller
comparing to pre-pandemic
situation

31%

I travel as much as earlier
(before COVID situation)

I travel more than earlier (before
COVID situation)

Most German travelers note that the pandemic situation has had an impact
on their travel habits and plans. One-third of them say they did not travel
recently but already have plans for future trips (34%) or they reduced their
travel amounts (31%). Also 16% of German travelers state they still do not
travel and do not have plans for future trips.

16%

18%

People who travel several times a year, also those who travel both independently and with the help
of travel agencies, those who travel by campervan and prefer staying in camping sites, also people
who say they know some more about Lithuania besides name and country’s location say they travel
but with a lower amount.
People having children, those who travel several times a year, those who travel with a partner and
kids, also those who would like to stay in Lithuania longer than for 2 weeks more often say their
amount of travel remained unchanged.

1%

Sample: All, N=1213
Do you think your travel abroad habits have returned to pre-pandemic level? (single choice)
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Impact of Covid-19 on willingness to visit Lithuania

Definitely less willing

Equal shares of Germans (17%) say they are less or more willing to visit
Lithuania than before the pandemic outbreak.

10%

17%
Rather less willing

7%

In the same degree

66%

Rather more willing

People aged 25-39, those who have children, people working full-time, those who prefer
sightseeing trips, those preferring to travel by trains, people who stay at hostels, those who would
like to stay in Lithuania for 8-14 nights, Lithuania Considerers and Intenders more often state their
wish to come to Lithuania has increased.
People residing in Southwest of Germany, people who travel alone, also those who travel as much
as earlier more often state their will remained unchanged.

12%

17%
Definitely more willing

66% state their willingness to visit this country remained unchanged.

People aged 50+, retired people, those who would like to stay in Lithuania for 1 night more often
state they are less willing to come to Lithuania.

5%

Sample: All, N=1213
Nowadays, would you be more or less willing to go to Lithuania for tourism than before the pandemic outbreak? (single choice)
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Types of respondents. Impact of the COVID-19 on
travel
Impact of
Covid-19 on
travel plans

Visitors

Considerers

Intenders

Rejectors

People who have visited Lithuania
within the last 5 years
N=31* (small sample)

People who have not visited Lithuania within
the last 5 years, but they have thought
about it
N=48* (small sample)

People who are planning to visit
Lithuania
N=31* (small sample)

People who do not want to visit
Lithuania
N=52

I still do not travel and do
not have plans for
upcoming trips
I didn’t travel recently but I
have plans for upcoming
trips
I travel and have plans but
traveling amount is
smaller

16%
26%

I travel as much as earlier

I travel more than earlier

Impact of
Covid-19 on
willingness to
visit Lithuania

Less willing (1+2)

13%

In the same degree (3)

More willing (4+5)

58%
29%

23%

19%

21%

0%

21%

35%

33%

19%

35%

35%

38%

39%

19%

6%

6%

2%

3%

4% ▼

3% ▼

60%
35% ▲

2%

15%

48% ▼
48% ▲

69%
15%

▼ Statistically significantly less
▲ Statistically significantly more
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Travelling during the pandemic in
general and to Lithuania
Top
Findings

•

34% of German travelers state that the pandemic had an impact on their travel habits.
They did not travel recently because of it. However, they already have plans for future
travels: 31% say they already have plans for upcoming trips, but did not travel recently,
and there are 19% of respondents who travel as frequently or even more than before
the pandemic (more often those who travel several times a year, people having children,
those who travel with a partner and kids, also those who would like to stay in Lithuania
longer than for 2 weeks).

•

The pandemic did not have an impact on most of the German travelers’ intentions to
visit Lithuania – 66% state their wish remains unchanged. The share of German tourists
who are more willing to come to Lithuania now than before the pandemics coincide with
the share of those who are less willing – each is 17%. People aged 25-39, those who
have children, people working full-time, those who prefer sightseeing trips, those
preferring to travel by trains, people who stay at hostels, those who would like to stay in
Lithuania for 8-14 nights more often express increased wish to come to Lithuania.
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